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Robots Are Taking Over Our World!
How To Cash In On These New Trends

Learning ai and block chains
W

hen the internet started to become popular
in those days, the wise ones took positions
immediately. Today it has made many
millionaires and billionaires. Now you need to put on
your thinking and action caps to see and act on the
new emerging billionaire-making trends in our world.

The second trend is the emergence of advanced
cryptographic tools and distributed ledgers,
commonly known by the term Block Chain or
distributed ledger technology. This was popularized
by Bitcoin. Block chains are currently being hailed by
some as the future facilitators of radically different
There are two major trends you can't miss in the societal systems of trust, identity and economic
world of tech today. The first is that of Artificial exchange.
Intelligence
(
A
I
) With a Block Chain, many people can write entries
techniques. If into a record of information, and a community of
you have not users can control how the record of information is
heard about amended and updated. Likewise, Wikipedia entries
t h i s , y o u are not the product of a single publisher. No one
should know person controls the information. However, the block
that Robots chain technology, though similar is uniquely different
are actually if we dig deeper.
taken over
o u r w o r l d These two technologies are already here to stay with
already.
us and into the future. You'll need to find a way to
position yourself immediately to cash in on these
A r t i f i c i a l trends as many more countries and organizations
i n t e l l i g e n c e are switching their attention to them already.
(AI) is an area
of computer science that emphasizes the creation of Become an expert in these technologies. Get trained
intelligent machines that work and reacts like
to
humans. Some of the activities computers with
artificial intelligence are designed for include:
Knowledge, Reasoning, Problem solving,
Perception, Learning, Planning, Ability to manipulate
and move objects.
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hank you for reading
JobZone.
You’ll love the contents in this
edition. I want you to take
particular interest in the
Artificial Intelligence and Block
Chain technologies and do
your best to take position
immediately.
Yo u c a n g e t y o u r s e l f
subscribed to our Resources
Vault of these new trends. You
will be glad you did if you
subscribe now at this bargain
price.
If you're a Christian author,
you can also claim a free
invitation to be part of the
Christian Author Initiative.

AI has brought about a realization in the commercial
industry that you can, with modern computing
resources, teach a computer to perform complex
tasks just as well as, or potentially better than,
human experts. Companies with these resources
are already using AI to improve their efficiency and
increase profits: Google, Amazon, Facebook, build block chains. The guys who learnt the use of
Abibaba, etc.
the internet, website designing and programming of
different kinds massively reaped the profits of their
Google is just one pioneer of this type of corporate actions. It's time for you to act now.JZ
model, and that every major organization is either
Subscribe Today
using AI today or will be doing it very soon. If they
Gain Access And Learn HowTo Use
don't, they may be in danger of going out of business.
And Sell Our AI/BlockChain Ebook/
Video/Video Courses Vaults
Knowledge Engineering, Machine Learning, and
I'm wishing you all the best.
Read more on the 2nd Page Sesan
Robotics are core parts of AI research.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Dissected Further
“intelligence” is used very loosely, since
rtificial intelligence is one it still requires a lot of human input for
of the fastest-growing ML to arrive at rational conclusions.
fields in tech, but with so
much to know about it, where This is where deep learning and neural
does one start? Here we take a networks come in. Unlike machine
look at some ways to familiarize learning, these technologies seek to
yourself with AI.
emulate the workings of the human
brain. Using advanced layering,
Artificial intelligence is already connectivity and data propagation, they
here and it's near you. Soon it will process data sets in numerous ways to
likely start performing many of produce weighted probabilities for a
the tasks that humans perform. given result. Since this is a very heavy
You don't need to see it as a computation workload, it isn't
threat, instead, it's better to learn surprising that this level of AI was kept
the fundamentals of AI now so on the back burner until GPUs and
that when it does arrive it can be parallel processing entered the
used as a tool to enhance the mainstream.
value of human effort to your
organization or to any
Start Your Training Today
organisation you consult for.
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Study in the comfort of your
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You should know that there are
many different types of AI that
serve various functions. Tech
journalist Michael Copeland
call
views the technology as a series
of concentric circles, with AI as
07066360364
the outermost circle and more
specialized forms like machine The AI programmer should also
learning (ML) and deep learning become familiar with the leading
falling within. The differences lie platforms on the market. While the
in the levels of complexity plethora of solutions is growing larger
exhibited by each form of AI and by the day, some of the more basic
the specific functions they are systems offer a fairly easy learning
designed to enable.
curve for those who are already familiar
with common programming languages
Machine learning uses .
algorithms to parse data to make The biggest change that artificial
p r e d i c t i o n s a b o u t i t s intelligence will bring to the knowledge
e n v i r o n m e n t . W i t h M L , workforce, and IT in particular, is the
programmers no longer need to removal of all of the rote, repetitive
hand code each and every action tasks that make up the bulk of the
a system should take, but rather workday. But make no mistake, AI will
the system itself can determine not make humans redundant, nor will it
the best course of action given allow mankind to live a life of leisure
the available data. Even at this while machines do all the work.
stage, however, the term
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Improve Your Earning Power
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Some of the Over 20 Ebooks, Videos and
Video Courses Are:
1. Artificial Intelligence Illuminated. 2. Artificial
Intelligence for Games. 3. International Dictionary of
Artificial Intelligence. 4. Artificial Intelligence and
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Join Christian Author Initiative
maximize your potential as an author. make more impact with your book ministry
Some Benefits technology to distribute and sell more books. spirituality.
5. You 'll learn how to start a book-distributing 10. You'll be subscribed to our Book profit
To You
platforms that will both help you to spread the Reports Vaults where we have lots of useful
1. You will learn the
basics of writing
good books that
catches the
attention of readers.
2. You will learn how
to use styles iin your
writings to pass
across your message in a simple way.
3. You'll learn how to leverage the internet and
technology to publish books, publish books in
other formats like videos, video courses, and
podcast.
4. You'll learn how to leverage the internet and

gospel of Jesus Christ, the message that God
gives you and also make money from your
writings.
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information products to improve your brand
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activities.
7. You'll learn how to set up and run an
efficient Author's website.
8. You'll earn how set up and run an efficient
e-newsletter.
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opportunity to improve your Christian
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